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Across

2. how did juliet die

6. how many lines are in a sonnet

7. where were the more expensive seats in the globe

9. wrote romeo and juliet

13. what does romeo say when romeo kills tybalt

17. who does tybalt kill

20. who did romeo love before juliet

21. how many syllables are in a sonnet

22. where the book takes place

23. what does juliet tell the nurse to give romeo

26. who does romeo kill in act five

28. *big idea* at the beging of the book they are called 

star crossed lovers this is a example of

30. mercutio blames who for his death

31. in how many days do the capulets promise paris to 

marry juliet

32. what religion was shakespeare's family

34. the prologe is written in this form

36. *definition* when the audience knows more than the 

characters

38. Shakespeare's form of writing

39. what act is the famous balconey scene

40. what does romeo call juliet

Down

1. what is romeo's punishmen

3. who failed at getting romeo the letter

4. why does romeo kill himself

5. who does romeo kill in act three

8. how did romeo kill himself

10. romeo's cousin

11. *big idea* how things look instead of how they are

12. *big idea* young people vs a tradition

14. *big idea* what romeo and juliet are in

15. what is the name the shakespeare Theater

16. the person who helps romeo and juliet and gave juliet 

the potion

18. romeo's last name

19. juliet's last name

24. *big idea* when one thing is good but also bad

25. used in the whole basicly

27. what does friar Lawrence try to teach romeo and juliet

29. pair of a stressed and unstressed syllable

33. what character does MERCUTIO talk about in act 1 

scene 4 :105

35. romeo goes to mantua

37. how many feet are in a verse

Word Bank

Capulet friar Lawrence Shakespeare stabbed herself love

Varona a saint tybalt and romeo queen mab benvolio

youth vs tradition banishment Fate poison act 2

Paris duality ring ten friar john

Mercutio three five metaphor Rosaline

slow down higher fourteen globe he is fortune's fool

Mantua Tybalt Catholic because juilet is presumed dead Montague

appearance vs reality foot sonnet Iambic pentameter dramatic irony


